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River Town: Two Years on the Yangtze is a book by Peter Hessler. It documents his Peace Corps teaching assignment
at Fuling Teachers College in .

I have seen it for a long time. Excellent location. Those short pieces and excerpts are pregnant with their
stories, feelings and thoughts, that help the reader as the author before to discover hidden private stories about
Chinese life. There were no streets and highways, and the life, the schooling system as well as the working
conditions and salaries were worse than now. Harold Good wifi, rainshower , air-conditioning, service. Yes it's
beautiful, great location, great pool, great food, great rooms, beds , linens, views, etc, but it's the staff that
really makes this hotel stand apart from the rest. The Wu â€” clear, green, lightly travelled â€” comes from the
mountains. The goal of the book partly seems to be to recount the author's experience in Fuling, but mostly it
seems to be aimed at telling the locals' stories inside the setting of the author's life in Fuling. Nienhan Taiwan
great property on a river, very nice staff, big room with very comfortable bed. The Yangtze is peopled â€” it
has been channeled, prodded, diverted, dammed; buoys mark its shallows and boats of all sizes crest its
polluted waters. Foreigners are so versatile. These are the heroes of River Town, and their stories are told
against the backdrop of the two rivers and a beautiful, ancient landscape. As shown on the map found in the
book, it was located in Jiangdong area at that time. One river is all about origin; the other, destination: this is
what defines the difference in their personalities. Style[ edit ] The book is a memoir of his experience in
Fuling, told in first person. It goes to Shanghai. The food for lunch and dinner was good particularly the
western style food. The breakfast was excellent. They are kind, friendly and very attentive. The main
characters are: Teacher Liao and Teacher Kong, who will teach Peter Chinese Anne, one of Peter's brightest
students The author uses many Chinese terms normally italicized to refer to common things or people, to make
them look more typical of Chinese culture. One of the features of the book is that most of its chapters can be
read out of order without confusion. The Frisbee was like a red fire, flying person to person between the two
men. Along with Adam Meier, another young volunteer, he was sent to teach in Fuling, a small city at the
junction of the Wu and Yangtze rivers, in Sichuan province. The language used is deliberately informal and
aims to convey the beauty of the city and the poignancy of the stories. The hotel clean twice a day, amazing!
Staff extremely professional Federico Australia We have traveled extensively throughout Southeast Asia,
Europe, Caribbean, there is just something magical about this place. You can fish all day long and the Wu will
give you nothing. The Jiangdong campus then became Yangtze Normal University and eventually it was shut
down. But there was a strong intimation of future change: downstream, the government was constructing the
Three Gorges Dam, the largest dam in the world, which would radically transform the landscape and towns
like Fuling. Marlene Chamberlain of Booklist concluded that "This is a colorful memoir from a Peace Corps
volunteer who came away with more understanding of the Chinese than any foreign traveler has a right to
expect. Michel Everything was perfect. But sometimes they also make some students embarassed due to their
absence of Chinese custom. History also plays a role in the narrative, when Deng Xiaoping 's death and Hong
Kong 's return give the author the chance to exchange opinions with the locals and participate in the
celebration of those events. They came from rural backgrounds, and usually they were the first members of
their families to receive a college education. Truly this hotel is worth far more than what they charge and I will
happily recommend this to friends and all visiting Hoi An. They asked about her wellness and offered ginger
tea every day. The room was neat and clean. Environment[ edit ] Fuling was very different from now in the
two-year period  But in Fuling the history that mattered most occurred at the personal level: a farm boy
feverishly learning English with the hope of leaving the countryside forever; an entrepreneur with a small
family restaurant, dreaming of buying a car; a young woman deciding to head off alone and seek her fortune in
distant Shenzhen. Some of his students mostly women had abortions or committed suicide. The entrance to the
campus, in front of the area where Peter Hessler was living - The area where Peter Hessler's apartment was
located, in front of the entrance to the campus - The croquet court, now abandoned, located near the entrance -
The entrance to one of the departments where Peter Hessler was teaching - The basketball field inside the
campus - Abandoned gym inside the campus - The back entrance to the campus - Reception[ edit ] The book
won the Kiriyama Prize and it has also been a New York Times Notable Book. The pools have chairs with
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parasols around which is perfect for relaxing during the day away from the crowds. You want to take them
home with you! Barry Cyprus Room is beautiful, bright and so clean. The learning process went both ways:
while Hessler was teaching English and American literature, he was also studying Mandarin Chinese and
trying to understand his new home.


